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Chapter 4

Succinctness

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider how space-efficient languages are, both in absolute
terms and relative to one another. This space-efficiency is known as succinctness.
As with expressivity, the succinctness of a language is an important feature to
consider when selecting the most suitable language for any application. The more
succinct a language is, the less data will need to be conveyed and stored; on the
other hand, we pay for high succinctness with increased computational complexity
when we want to run queries on goalbases, as we shall see in Chapter 5.

Here we present several kinds of results. After introducing the definitions and
notation necessary for talking about succinctness (Section 4.2), we consider related
work (Section 4.3). In Section 4.4, we present many relative succinctness results
for sum languages, grouped according to the methods used to prove them. For
the impatient, a summary of all known succinctness results involving pairs of sum
languages appears in Table 4.1. In Section 4.5, we do the same for max languages,
though here the features of the max aggregator permit us to give some absolute
succinctness results as well. Finally, in Section 4.6 we prove some succinctness
results for pairs of languages where one uses max as its aggregator and the other
sum, in order to give some insight into how the two families of languages compare.

4.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we define succinctness and present some basic, aggregator-indepen-
dent facts about the succinctness relation. Because succinctness is a size notion,
we must first specify how to measure the sizes of formulas and goalbases.

Definition 4.2.1 (Formula Length and Goalbase Size). The length of a formula
ϕ is the number of occurrences of atoms it contains. The size of a weighted goal
(ϕ,w) is the length of ϕ plus the number of bits needed to store w (that is, logw
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62 Chapter 4. Succinctness

bits). The size of a goalbase G, written as size(G), is the sum of the sizes of the
weighted goals in G.

Observe that the size of a goalbase may differ from its cardinality: If G =
{(a∧ b, 1)}, then size(G) = 2 (or 3, if we are not neglecting the bit used for storing
the weight) while |G| = 1.

Often we consider families of utility functions {un}n∈N, where for each n we
have that |PS| = n. Suppose that we have a corresponding family of goalbases
{Gn}n∈N for which un = uGn . Unless the number of bits required to represent the
weights in Gn grows superexponentially in n, the size contributed by the weights
can be safely ignored when considering how size(Gn) grows with n. Every family
of utility functions considered here has weights which are independent of n, so we
disregard the size of the weights in our succinctness results. (Superexponential
growth in weights affects all languages equally.)

Frequently one language contains shorter representations of some utility func-
tions than does another language. Here we offer a definition of relative succinctness
to make this notion precise. This definition is similar to ones given by Cadoli,
Donini, Liberatore, and Schaerf [2000] and Coste-Marquis et al. [2004]. Because we
wish to compare languages which differ in expressive power, we define succinctness
over only the expressive overlap of the languages being compared. This leads
to some counterintuitive results for languages with little expressive overlap and
makes the comparative succinctness relation intransitive, but it also permits us to
make comparisons where the expressive overlap is substantial, though not total.

Definition 4.2.2 (Succinctness). Let L(Φ,W, F ) and L(Ψ,W ′, F ′) be goalbase
languages and U a class of utility functions for which every member is express-
ible in both languages. Then L(Φ,W, F ) �U L(Ψ,W ′, F ′) iff there exists a
function f : L(Φ,W, F ) → L(Ψ,W ′, F ′) and a polynomial p such that for all
G ∈ L(Φ,W, F ), if uG,F ∈ U then uG,F = uf(G),F ′ and size(f(G)) ≤ p(size(G)).

Read L �U L′ as: L′ is at least as succinct as L over the class U . When L′
is strictly more succinct than L—that is, in no case are representations more
than polynomially worse, and in at least one case, they are super-polynomially
better in L′—we write L ≺U L′. When we have nonstrict succinctness in both
directions, we write L ∼U L′; when we have nonstrict succinctness in neither
direction, i.e., incomparability, we write L ⊥U L′. Whenever a succinctness
relation appears unsubscripted (i.e., without an explicit class of comparison),
then implicitly U = {uG,F | G ∈ L} ∩ {uG′,F ′ | G′ ∈ L′}, which is the expressive
intersection of L and L′.

This definition of succinctness is a generalization of those given by Chevaleyre
et al. [2006] and Uckelman and Endriss [2007]. The definition from the former
does not permit comparison of languages which differ in expressive power, while
the latter fixes the class of comparison U as the expressive intersection of the two
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languages. Later in this chapter, in Section 4.6, we illustrate some circumstances
in which being explicit about the class of comparison is important.

Finding the succinctness relation between some pairs of goalbase languages is
trivial, as when one language in a pair is a sublanguage of the other, or when the
two languages have no expressive overlap. These cases can be dismissed without
argument. Recall from Definition 3.2.4 that a goalbase language may have unique
representations: If a utility function is representable in the language, then there is
exactly one representation of it in the language. If L has unique representations
and L � L′ is true, then we can show that L � L′ as follows:

Proof strategy. We present a family of utility functions U , and construct a (small-
ish, but not necessarily optimal) representation G′ ∈ L′ for each u ∈ U . Then,
we construct a representation G ∈ L for each u ∈ U where at least one Gu is
exponentially larger than its corresponding G′u. Because we know that L′ has
unique representations, we know that we can’t find a smaller (or any other!)
representation of u in L′, so we have shown that L � L′.

This is a handy proof strategy, one which we shall make use of many times in this
chapter.

Here we state some basic properties of the succinctness relation, which we use
frequently in our proofs, often without reference.

Fact 4.2.3. For all languages L1, L2, L3:

1. If L1 ⊆ L2, then L1 � L2.

2. If L1 � L2 and L3 ⊆ L1, then L3 � L2.

3. If L1 ⊆ L2 ⊆ L3 and L1 ≺ L2 � L3, then L1 ≺ L3.

4. If L1 ⊥ L2 and L1 ∪ L2 ⊆ L3, then L1,L2 ≺ L3.

5. If L1 ∼ L2 and U(L1) = U(L2), then L1 � L3 iff L2 � L3, where � ∈
{∼,�,�,�,≺,⊥}.

Note that Fact 4.2.3.2 is useful contrapositively also, for deriving � results
for superlanguages. For Fact 4.2.3.3, it would be inadequate to require that
L1 � L2 ≺ L3 instead, since it could happen that L1 is too small to represent the
utility functions which cause L2 ≺ L3. Fact 4.2.3.5 expresses the notion that if
two languages are equal in succinctness and expressivity, then they stand in the
same succinctness relation with any third language.

Now we derive a simple succinctness result which applies to all languages which
permit formulas of no more than a fixed, finite length.

Theorem 4.2.4. For any fixed k ∈ N, arbitrary set of formulas Ψ, and arbitrary
sets of weights W,W ′ and aggregator F : If Φ ⊆ k-forms, then L(Φ,W, F ) �
L(Ψ,W ′, F ).
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Proof. There are only O(nk) formulas of length k or less, and so any utility function
u representable in L(Φ,W, F ) cannot have a representation more than polynomially
larger than the best one in L(forms,R, F ). Hence, L(Φ,W, F ) � L(forms,R, F ).
Furthermore, L(forms,R, F ) ⊇ L(Ψ,W ′, F ), so by Fact 4.2.3.2 we have that
L(Φ,W, F ) � L(Ψ,W ′, F ).

As a consequence, any two languages with bounded-length formulas and the
same aggregator are equally succinct over their expressive intersection.

Absolute succinctness, as its name implies, is not comparative. Rather, it
deals with the size of a the smallest goalbase in a language which will represent a
given utility function. To make smallest precise, we give a definition of goalbase
minimality:

Definition 4.2.5. A goalbase G ∈ L is minimal if for all G′ ∈ L such that
G′ ≡ G, size(G) ≤ size(G′).

The difficulty of recognizing whether G is minimal, or of finding a G which
is a minimal representative of some utility function u, is strongly dependent on
what L and u are. In the general case, formulas in a minimal goalbase will be
pairwise nonequivalent, but this is not a sufficient condition for minimality. For
some languages (such as L(atoms,R,Σ)) and some classes of utility functions (e.g.,
modular) we can detect minimality and generate minimal representations easily,
while for many richer languages how to do this is unobvious or unknown.

For max languages, in a minimal goalbase no formula is implied by any formula
with a smaller or equal weight; for sum languages, formulas in a minimal goalbase
will be pairwise non-equivalent.

For certain languages, due to the limited length of formulas which may appear
in minimal goalbases, it will be the case that we need not distinguish between
growth of size(G) and growth of |G|.

Theorem 4.2.6. Let L be a goalbase language. For each n ∈ N, let ϕn be the
longest formula in L in n variables with no shorter equivalent. Then if there is
a polynomial p such that size(ϕn) ∈ O(p(n)), it follows that for all families of
minimal goalbases {Gn}n∈N ⊆ L, size(Gn) is polynomial in n iff |Gn| is polynomial
in n.

Proof. (⇒) This direction is obvious, since it is impossible to form exponentially-
many formulas from polynomially-many atom instances.

(⇐) Suppose that |Gn| = p(n) is a polynomial. The longest formula ϕn in L
in n variables has size(ϕn) = q(n), for some polynomial q. The worst case is that
each of the p(n) formulas in Gn has size q(n), for a total size of p(n) · q(n), which
is still polynomial in n.

In particular, this means that size(G) and |G| are interchangeable in terms
of growth in |PS| for languages such as L(cubes,W, F ) and L(clauses,W, F ), but
not necessarily for languages such as L(forms,W, F ).
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4.3 Related Work

Before proceeding to our results, we wish to point out some work which is relevant
for language succinctness, as here there is much more in the literature which
appears applicable to the problem at hand than there was in the previous chapter.
The succinctness of representations in various languages, broadly speaking, has
by now a rather long history, insofar as any problem can be said to have a long
history in the still-young field of computer science.

Succinctness of representation plays an important role in complexity theory.
The hardness of decision problems and runtime of algorithms is specified as a
function of the size of their inputs (e.g., an O(n2) algorithm will, in the worst case,
require a number of steps quadratic in the length of its input). As such, there is a
trade-off between the succinctness of the input for and worst-case hardness of a
given problem—the shorter the input, the fewer steps we may take to process it
and still remain within the realm of tractability. The canonical example of this
is representing input in unary instead of binary. Because the “tally” language
is exponentially less succinct than binary, we have exponentially more time in
which to process inputs in unary. An input with n binary digits will have O(2n)
unary digits, while an O(2n) operation on that input in binary will be only an
O(n) operation on the same input in unary.

Succinctness has appeared in the study of Boolean circuits under the guise of
circuit size. There is an enormous literature on Boolean circuits, in part due to
the now-dashed hope that circuit complexity could shed light on whether P = NP.
A cursory examination of Wegener’s book on Boolean circuits [Wegener, 1987]
reveals a wealth of results regarding upper and lower bounds on the size of Boolean
circuits for computing various Boolean-valued functions. Because propositional
formulas are themselves Boolean circuits, and likewise goalbases can be thought
of as Boolean circuits with the aggregator as the output gate, results in this
area are prima facie highly relevant for comparing the succinctness of goalbase
languages. Unfortunately, the concerns of researchers working on Boolean circuits
seem largely orthogonal to ours, as the properties which were investigated (such as
bounded depth, bounded fan-in and -out) do not map neatly onto the properties
which interest us. Nonetheless, we do make use of a circuit size result in our proof
of Theorem 4.4.13 in this chapter.

There is also a significant literature on the effect that preprocessing may
have on the complexity of decision problems. The general idea here is that some
problem instances may have enough overlap that an advantage may be gained
by preprocessing (“compiling”) the common data. There is no limit on the time
which may be spent in the compilation phase, only on the size of the compiled
output, as compilation of the fixed part of the input is considered to happen
offline. If the remaining decision problem, after compilation, is in a complexity
class C, then the original problem is said to be C-compilable. Liberatore [2001]
gives a thorough discussion of these notions. Most of the results there are negative,
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showing that various problems are  C-hard (i.e., they are C-hard even after
permitting unlimited preprocessing time on the fixed part of the problem).

In particular, Darwiche and Marquis [2004] give compilation results for propo-
sitional weighted bases, which are the penalty-logic version of our goalbases. The
decision problems considered there, model checking and clausal inference,
are not obviously applicable to our framework, as Darwiche and Marquis interpret
their sets of weighted formulas as representing ordinal preferences, not cardinal
preferences. Similarly, there are a great many succinctness results given by Coste-
Marquis et al. [2004] for various ordinal preference notions, when represented using
weighted propositional formulas. Here again, it is not clear whether or how these
results might be applicable to our goalbase languages, as in these cases goalbases
are being used to generate preorders, while in our case we are generating utility
functions. Further work on knowledge base compilation may be found in [Cadoli,
Donini, Liberatore, and Schaerf, 1996, 1999a; Cadoli, Palopoli, and Scarcello,
1999b; Cadoli et al., 2000; Cadoli, Donini, Liberatore, and Schaerf, 2002].

Though there are dissimilarities between using goalbases in ordinal and car-
dinal contexts, the compilation literature nonetheless points us towards strict
succinctness proofs of the following sort:

Proof idea. Suppose that for the language L1, the decision problem bipartite
aardvark coloring is C-hard, but is known to be a member of the easier C ′
class for another language L2. Therefore, we know that if there were a polytime
translation from L1 to L2, then we could decide bipartite aardvark coloring
for L1 much faster by translating our input into L2 first and deciding bipartite
aardvark coloring there instead. Because the C-hardness of bipartite
aardvark coloring for L1 makes this is impossible, we conclude that there
can be no polytime translation of L1 into L2.

The careful reader will notice that this proof idea is a dead end for us: It rules
out a polytime translation from the harder language into the easier, but not a
polysize translation. It follows from the impossibility of a polysize translation
that L1 � L2, but no such thing follows from the impossibility of a polytime
translation. It might well be the case that constructing a polysize translation
involves iterating over all 2|PS| states for some goalbases. Compilation could
help us here, by moving the translation step into the fixed part of the problem.
Coste-Marquis et al. [2004, Table 1] report that this method works for ruling
out polysize translations between some of their ordinal preference representation
languages. However, we have yet to find any decision problem and pair of goalbase
languages with the required properties to make this possible, and hence we do not
use this approach for proving any of the strict succinctness results in this chapter.

Probably closest to the contents of this chapter is the work of Wachter and
Haenni [2006] on propositional directed acyclic graphs (PDAGs). A PDAG is a
rooted DAG consisting of M (AND), O (OR), and � (NOT) nodes, and leaf nodes ◦
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labeled with propositional letters or constants (>, ⊥). In other words, a PDAG is
a Boolean circuit composed of AND, OR, and NOT gates. Wachter and Haenni
give a succinctness definition nearly the same as the one used by Chevaleyre et al.
[2006], and proceed to prove equi- and strict succinctness results for several classes
of PDAGs, in some cases relying on knowledge compilation results of Darwiche
and Marquis [2002]. Comparing the succinctness of one class of PDAGs to another
is almost the same as comparing two classes of goalbases where every goalbase
contained in each class is of the form {(ϕ, 1)}, the difference being that PDAGs
may have a succinctness advantage over formulas which contain many copies of
the same subformula, as a single subPDAG may have multiple parents. Wachter
and Haenni [2006, Definition 2] constructed 15 sublanguages of the full PDAG
language by considering PDAGs having combinations of four circuit properties—
namely, flatness, decomposability, determinism, and simple-negation. Flatness
limits circuit depth, decomposability and determinism concern overlap between
subformulas, and simple-negation limits application of negations to subformulas
which are atoms. While these properties are useful when considering DAGs, they
are not natural properties when working with formulas: The languages we studied
are those formed by simple restrictions on formula structure; as it happens, none
of these exhibit decomposability or determinism. All of our languages except
those based on general formulas have the simple-negation property, but they are
all proper sublanguages of the language containing all simply-negated formulas.
Which of our languages are flat depends on whether AND and OR gates are
permitted to have arbitrary fan-in, or a fan-in of exactly 2, as in propositional
formulas. With arbitrary fan-in, all of our cubes and clauses languages are flat;
with a fan-in of 2, only languages up to 3-formulas are flat.1 However, regardless
of the fan-in, the set of all flat formulas corresponds to none of the sets of formulas
we examined. While it would be interesting to consider flat, decomposable,
deterministic, and simply-negated goalbase languages in order to see which results
carry over, the complexity of the restrictions on formulas they impose puts them
beyond what might be usable by people, say for preference representation in
voting or auctions. This is not to say that they might not be usable by computer
agents—they might very well be, and deserve some consideration in future work.

Ieong and Shoham [2005] introduce marginal contribution nets (MC-nets) as a
way of modeling coalitional games with transferable utility. A coalitional game
with transferable utility 〈N, v〉 is a set of agents N and a valuation function
v : S ⊆ N → R which indicates the value of any coalition S to its members. (The
game specifies only how much utility a coalition receives, not how its members
should divide it; this is what distinguishes a coalitional game with transferable
utility from one without.) An MC-net is a set of rules of the form ϕ → w,

1This is because the cube a ∧ (b ∧ (c ∧ d)) has a depth of 3. Note also that it makes no
difference that this cube could be rebalanced as (a ∧ b) ∧ (c ∧ d) and thereby made flat, since
flatness is a property of the language as a whole, not just of the flattest members of each
equivalence class.
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where ϕ is a cube and w ∈ R. A rule ϕ → w is said to apply to a coalition S
iff all of the positive literals in ϕ are members of S and none of the negative
literals in ϕ are members of S; the value of a coalition S is the sum of weights
of all rules which apply to S. It is easy to see that the language of MC-nets is
exactly L(cubes,R,Σ) in disguise. Ieong and Shoham [2005, Section 3.1] prove one
succinctness result which we prove independently here as part of Theorem 4.4.8,
namely that L(cubes,R,Σ) � L(pcubes,R,Σ); furthermore, they prove that MC-
nets are strictly more succinct [Ieong and Shoham, 2005, Propositions 2–3] than
the multi-issue representation of coalitional games of Conitzer and Sandholm
[2004], and are at least as succinct [Ieong and Shoham, 2005, Proposition 4] as the
weighted graphical games of Deng and Papadimitriou [1994]. Elkind et al. [2009]
further generalize basic MC-nets to general MC-nets, by additionally permitting
arbitrary Boolean connectives in their rules. We discuss two of their succinctness
results in Section 4.4.4.

Finally, we note the existence of various absolute succinctness results for the
OR/XOR family of languages, which are commonly used as bidding languages in
the combinatorial auctions literature. Many of these results exhibit rather precise
bounds. For example, Nisan proved that the OR-of-XORs language can express
any downward-sloping symmetric valuation on m items using no more than m2

atomic bids [Nisan, 2000, Lemma 3.4] and that the monochromatic valuation on
m items requires at least 2m/2+1 atomic bids [Nisan, 2000, Theorem 3.5]. These
results, and others, are surveyed by Nisan [2006]. We recapitulate two of Nisan’s
succinctness results much later, in Section 6.3.3, when we discuss the relative
succinctness of goalbase languages and the OR/XOR languages.

4.4 Succinctness of Sum Languages

In this section, we give succinctness results for many pairs of sum languages.

4.4.1 Some Basic Succinctness and Equivalence Results

Many succinctness and equivalence results can be arrived at merely by knowing
the expressivity of the languages being compared and the basic properties of the
succinctness relation contained in Fact 4.2.3.

From Theorem 4.2.4, it follows that all k-languages are pairwise equally succinct.
For example, L(k-spcubes,R,Σ) ∼ L(k-forms,R+,Σ).

Next, we establish the relationships between positive and strictly positive
languages:

Lemma 4.4.1. If Φ is a strictly positive set of formulas, then L(Φ,W,Σ) ∼
L(Φ ∪ {>},W,Σ).
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Proof. By inclusion, L(Φ,W,Σ) � L(Φ ∪ {>},W,Σ). For the converse: Fix
G ∈ L(Φ ∪ {>},W,Σ). If G does not contain >, then G ∈ L(Φ,W,Σ) also. If G
contains >, combine all occurrences (>, w1), . . . , (>, wk) into a single weighted
goal

(
>,
∑k

i=1 wi
)
. If

∑k
i=1 wi = 0, then remove > to again produce a goalbase in

both languages. If instead > now has nonzero weight, then uG is not representable
in L(Φ,W,Σ), since uG is not normalized and by Lemma 3.4.7 only normalized
utility functions can be represented using strictly positive formulas (let P be the
null property). Therefore, any u representable in both languages has exactly the
same representations in both.

Here we take advantage of unique representations to show that there is no
difference in succinctness between the positive and strictly positive versions of
several languages:

Theorem 4.4.2.

1. L(pforms,W,Σ) ∼ L(spforms,W,Σ),

2. L(pcubes,W,Σ) ∼ L(spcubes,W ′,Σ), and

3. L(pclauses +>,W,Σ) ∼ L(pclauses,W ′,Σ).

Proof. When W = W ′, the result is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4.1, giving
us the first equivalence. By Theorem 3.4.2, L(pcubes,R,Σ) has unique repre-
sentations, from which follows that its sublanguages do also, and so any utility
function representable in both L(pcubes,W,Σ) and L(spcubes,W ′,Σ) has the same
representation in both, yielding the second equivalence. By Corollary 3.4.4, the
same holds for L(pclauses +>,W,Σ) and L(pclauses,W ′,Σ), giving the third
equivalence.

The languages L(spcubes,R+,Σ) and L(pclauses,R+,Σ) are equally succinct
due to their limited overlap.

Theorem 4.4.3. L(spcubes,R+,Σ) ∼ L(pclauses,R+,Σ).

Proof. Every utility function expressible in L(spcubes,R+,Σ) is supermodular,
while every utility function expressible in L(pclauses,R+,Σ) is submodular. Let u
be such a utility function. The only nonnegative utility functions which are both
supermodular and submodular are modular, and so the spcubes representation
of u is in 1-spcubes and the pclauses representation is in 1-pclauses. Since 1-
spcubes and 1-pclauses are just atoms, u has the same representation in both
L(spcubes,R+,Σ) and L(pclauses,R+,Σ).

We conclude this section on basic succinctness with an absolute result for
L(atoms,W,Σ).
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Theorem 4.4.4. If G ∈ L(atoms,W,Σ) and contains no duplicate formulas, then
there is no other G′ ∈ L(forms,R,Σ) such that G ≡Σ G

′ and size(G′) < size(G).

Proof. Fix a G ∈ L(atoms,W,Σ). Suppose that some G′ ∈ L(forms,W ′,Σ)
distinct from G is such that G ≡Σ G′. Because G contains only atoms and no
duplicates, the only way in which G′ could be smaller than G is if G′ entirely
omits some atom p which occurs in G (as (p, w)). Because uG,Σ is modular, we
have that uG,Σ({p}) = w, and because G is minimal in L(atoms,W,Σ), w 6= 0.

Notice that M |= ϕ is equivalent to M ∪ {p} |= ϕ when p is not a subformula
of ϕ. Therefore, since p does not occur as a subformula of any formula in G′, for
every state p /∈ X it will be the case that uG′,Σ(X) = uG′,Σ(X ∪ {p}). Therefore,
uG′,Σ(∅) = uG′,Σ({p}), while uG,Σ(∅) = 0 6= w = uG,Σ({p}), which contradicts the
hypothesis that G ≡Σ G

′.

In other words, the optimal representations for all nonnegative modular utility
functions are the obvious ones in L(atoms,W,Σ).

4.4.2 Equivalence via Goalbase Translation

It is sometimes possible to show that two languages are equally succinct by
applying a size-preserving translation to the goalbases in both directions. The
following lemma shows that a broad range of languages—those languages which
sit between cubes and the union of cubes and clauses, or between clauses and the
union of cubes and clauses—are equally succinct. Afterwards, we use this to prove
Theorem 4.4.6, which shows that L(cubes,R,Σ) ∼ L(clauses,R,Σ).

Lemma 4.4.5. Let Φ and Ψ be sets of formulas. If the following conditions hold,

• Φ ⊇ cubes or Φ ⊇ clauses,

• Ψ ⊇ cubes or Ψ ⊇ clauses,

• Φ ∪Ψ ⊆ cubes ∪ clauses,

then L(Φ,R,Σ) ∼ L(Ψ,R,Σ).

Proof. Suppose that G ∈ L(Φ,R,Σ). Enumerate (ϕi, wi) ∈ G. We construct an
equivalent goalbase G′. Let

G0 = G

Gi+1 =

{
(Gi \ {(ϕi, wi)}) ∪ {(¬ϕi,−wi), (>, wi)} if ϕi /∈ Ψ

Gi otherwise

and let G′ = G|G|.
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The transformation produces an equivalent goalbase: By equivalences (3.5)
and (3.6) from Fact 3.4.1, Gi ≡ Gi+1 for all i, so G = G1 ≡ G2 ≡ . . . ≡ G|G|−1 ≡
G|G| = G′.

The transformation produces a goalbase in the appropriate language: Suppose
that ϕ ∈ Φ. The set Ψ contains at least every clause or every cube. If ϕ is a
clause, then ¬ϕ is (equivalent to) a cube, and vice versa. Hence at least one of
ϕ and ¬ϕ are in Ψ. > is both a cube (

∧
∅) and a clause (p ∨ ¬p), so > ∈ Ψ

regardless. Thus G′ ∈ L(Ψ,R,Σ).
The transformation produces a goalbase as succinct as the original: If ϕ is a

cube, then ϕ requires the same number of atoms and binary connectives as as ¬ϕ
(written as a clause); similarly, if ϕ is a clause. The only increase in size between
G and G′ can come from the addition of >, so we have that |G′| ≤ |G|+ 1.

Therefore, L(Φ,R,Σ) � L(Ψ,R,Σ). By the same argument L(Φ,R,Σ) �
L(Ψ,R,Σ). So L(Φ,R,Σ) ∼ L(Ψ,R,Σ).

Theorem 4.4.6. L(cubes,R,Σ) ∼ L(clauses,R,Σ).

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 4.4.5.

4.4.3 Strict Succinctness and Incomparability,
by Counterexample

The most straightforward method for showing that one language is not more
succinct than another is to produce a family of utility functions whose represen-
tations grow exponentially in the first language but merely polynomially in the
second language. Here we define two families of utility functions which will be
used repeatedly for demonstrating strict succinctness and incomparability results.

Definition 4.4.7. Let u∀n and u∃n be the utility functions over PSn where

u∀n(X) =

{
1 if X = PS
0 otherwise,

and u∃n(X) =

{
1 if X 6= ∅
0 otherwise.

In all cases in this section where we show that one language is strictly less
succinct than another, we rely on the fact that the less succinct language has unique
representations in order to rule out representations smaller than the exponential
ones we will exhibit.

Theorem 4.4.8.

L(pclauses,R,Σ)
L(pclauses +>,R,Σ)

}
≺ L(clauses,R,Σ)

L(spcubes,R,Σ)
L(pcubes,R,Σ)

}
≺ L(cubes,R,Σ)
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Proof. L(pcubes,R,Σ) � L(cubes,R,Σ) since every pcube is a cube. Consider the
family of utility functions u∃n, which may be represented in cubes as{

(>, 1),
(∧
{¬p | p ∈ PS},−1

)}
the length of which increases linearly with n. u∃n may be represented in pcubes as

{(∧
X,wV

X

) ∣∣∣ ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ PS
}

where wV
X =

{
1 if |X| is odd

−1 if |X| is even.

Every pcube except > receives a nonzero weight, and and by Theorem 3.4.2 this
representation is unique. For any n, 2n − 1 pcubes are weighted, so the size of the
representation increases exponentially with n.

For L(pclauses +>,R,Σ) ≺ L(clauses,R,Σ), replace “∃”, “∧”, “pcubes”,
“cubes”, and “Theorem 3.4.2” in the above proof with “∀”, “∨”, “pclauses +>”,
“clauses”, and “Theorem 3.4.3”, respectively.

Corollary 4.4.9.

L(spcubes,R,Σ)
L(pclauses,R,Σ)
L(pcubes,R,Σ)

L(pclauses +>,R,Σ)

 ≺ L(forms,R,Σ)

Proof. Immediately from Fact 4.2.3.3 and Theorem 4.4.8.

Next, we exploit the fact that languages based on positive cubes favor u∀n while
languages based on positive clauses favor u∃n to show that pcubes and pclauses
languages are incomparable.

Theorem 4.4.10.

L(pcubes,R,Σ)
L(spcubes,R,Σ)

}
⊥
{
L(pclauses,R,Σ)
L(pclauses +>,R,Σ)

Proof. (⊀) The family of utility functions u∃n is represented uniquely and linearly
as {(

∨
PS, 1)} in pclauses. When representing u∃n in pcubes, the weights wV

X =
(−1)|X|+1, so the unique representation there assigns nonzero weights to 2n − 1
distinct pcubes.

(�) The family of utility functions u∀n is represented uniquely and linearly as
{(
∧
PS, 1)} in pcubes, but the representation in pclauses is exponential, as shown

in the proof of Theorem 4.4.8.

Note that from L(pcubes,R,Σ) ⊥ L(pclauses +>,R,Σ) we can also conclude,
using Fact 4.2.3.4, that L(pcubes,R,Σ),L(pclauses +>,R,Σ) ≺ L(pforms,R,Σ),
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because positive formulas are a superset of the union of positive cubes and positive
clauses.

We now make the same comparison as in the previous theorem, but with the
weights of one language in each pair restricted to R+. In doing so, we maintain
nonsuccinctness in one direction.

Theorem 4.4.11.

L(pclauses,R,Σ)
L(pclauses +>,R,Σ)

}
�
{
L(spcubes,R+,Σ)
L(pcubes,R+,Σ)

L(spcubes,R,Σ)
L(pcubes,R,Σ)

}
�
{
L(pclauses,R+,Σ)
L(pclauses +>,R+,Σ)

Proof. The first part is demonstrated by the u∀n family of functions, the second
part by the u∃n family.

However, it is unknown whether the � direction also holds for these languages.

The following theorem shows how even seemingly rather wasteful languages
like L(complete cubes,R,Σ) may in some cases have representational advantages
over more parsimonious ones:

Theorem 4.4.12. L(complete cubes,R,Σ) ⊥ L(pcubes,R,Σ)

Proof. This follows directly from a result of Chevaleyre et al. [2008a, Proposi-
tions 4–5], with the utility functions providing the counterexamples found by
Chevaleyre et al. [2006, p. 150]. We note that L(complete cubes,R,Σ) has unique
representations, due to the fact that no two complete cubes are ever true simulta-
neously. The necessary counterexamples are u(M) = |M |, which is represented in
L(pcubes,R,Σ) as {(a, 1) | a ∈ PS} but is the very large{(∧

(M ∪ ¬M̄), |M |
) ∣∣∣ ∅ ⊂M ⊆ PS

}
in L(complete cubes,R,Σ); and

u(M) =

{
1 if |M | = 1

0 otherwise,

which is the very large{(∧
X, |X| · (−1)|X|−1

) ∣∣∣ ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ PS
}

in L(pcubes,R,Σ) but the much smaller{(∧
(M ∪ ¬M̄), 1

) ∣∣∣ |M | = 1
}

in L(complete cubes,R,Σ).
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Furthermore, it follows that L(complete cubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(cubes,R,Σ), due to
Fact 4.2.3.4, since all positive cubes and complete cubes are cubes.

Finally, a comment about the method used in this section: While it has proved
a productive one for us, it has three serious drawbacks. First, this strategy requires
us to construct a family of utility functions and their representations in two different
languages, but not just any family of utility functions will do. In every case where
we have proven strict succinctness, it is not strong, i.e., we have shown that there are
no utility functions which have significantly larger representations in one language,
and some which have significantly smaller representations in the same language (in
order to get≺)—but there are also some utility functions which have similarly-sized
representations in both languages. In fact, we know of no pair of languages where
the smallest representation of every utility function in one language is exponentially
larger (or even just larger) than the smallest representation in another. Second,
proving that a language has unique representations is generally not trivial, as
seen in Section 3.4.2. Third, and most seriously, it is easy to demonstrate that
many more expressive languages lack the uniqueness property. This proof strategy
depends crucially on being able to produce a large representation in the less succinct
language while at the same time being certain that no smaller representation
exists there. When the less succinct language lacks unique representations, mere
possession of a bad representation of a utility function provides us with no
assurance that we haven’t overlooked a much smaller representation of that utility
function in the same language.

4.4.4 Strict Succinctness, Nonconstructively

It is difficult to demonstrate that a language which lacks unique representa-
tions is less succinct than another language, because the exhibition of a single
exponentially-growing family of utility functions (as above) does not preclude
the existence of better representations in the same language. Here, we take a
nonconstructive approach to produce the following strict succinctness result, due
to Yann Chevaleyre:

Theorem 4.4.13. L(cubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(forms,R,Σ).

To prove this theorem, we will introduce the Fourier transform on Boolean
domains, using the same notation as Mansour [1994]. Then, to apply the Fourier
transform on cubes, we will need two lemmas. The first one will show how the
size of cubes relates to their degree. The second lemma will show that a function
which approximates parity accurately necessarily has a high degree.

For each S ⊆ PS, the parity function χS : 2PS → {−1, 1} is defined as

χS(X) = (−1)|S∩X|.

Because these functions form an orthonormal basis for the space of real functions
on 2PS , any function f : 2PS → R can be represented as a linear combination with
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respect to this basis. This is known as the Fourier-Walsh expansion:

f(X) =
∑
S⊆PS

f̂(S)χS(X),

where the f̂(S) ∈ R are the Fourier coefficients, which are computed as follows:

f̂(S) =
1

2n

∑
X⊆PS

f(X)χS(X)

for all S ⊆ PS. The degree of a function f is the cardinality of the largest subset
of S with a nonzero Fourier coefficient: deg(f) = max{|S| | f̂(S) 6= 0}.

Lemma 4.4.14. If G ∈ L(k-cubes,R,Σ), then the degree of uG will be at most k.

Proof. Let us first show the lemma under the condition that G contains a single
cube of at most k literals. Let y ∈ PS be any variable not present in that cube.
For all S ⊆ PS such that y ∈ S, the Fourier coefficients ûG(S) are the following:

ûG(S) =
1

2n

∑
X⊆PS, y /∈X

uG(X)χS(X) +
1

2n

∑
X⊆PS, y∈X

uG(X)χS(X)

=
1

2n

∑
X⊆PS\{y}

χS(X)
(
uG(X)− uG(X ∪ {y})

)
= 0.

Therefore, if ûG(S) 6= 0 then S contains only variables present in the cube, thus
|S| ≤ k. Thus, the degree of uG is at most k. Suppose now that G contains more
than one cube. Then, uG can be seen as a linear combination of utilities each
generated by single cubes. Because the Fourier transform is linear (in other words,
if f = g + h then f̂ = ĝ + ĥ), the degree of uG is also bounded by k.

The next lemma is familiar from the literature on bounding the complexity
of Boolean circuits. The proof is inspired by the lecture notes of Trevisan [2004,
Lemma 4].

Lemma 4.4.15. There are some constants c > 0 and n0 > 0 (such constants
are completely independent from n) such that, if n ≥ n0, then given any function
g : 2PS → R that agrees with the parity function χPS on at least 3

4
of 2PS, the

degree of g will be at least c
√
n.

Proof. Let g : 2PS → R be a function that of 2PS . Let t be the degree of g.
Let A = {X ⊆ PS | g(X) = χPS(X)}, which by definition has the property
|A| ≥ 3

4
2n where n = |PS|. Clearly, for any S ⊆ PS and X ∈ A, we have

χS(X) = χPS(X)χPS\S(X) = g(X)χPS\S(X). Note that the function χS(X) has
a degree equal to |S|, but can be replaced over A by g(X)χPS\S(X), which has a
degree of at most t+ n− |S|. Consequently, any function χS over A with |S| ≥ n

2
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can be replaced by its Fourier-Walsh expansion, which is a linear combination
over the set of functions F = {χS′ | S ′ ⊆ PS, |S ′| ≤ t+ n

2
}.

The Fourier transform guarantees that any function f : A→ R can be written
as a linear combination over {χS | S ⊆ PS}. But because each of these functions
χS over A can itself be decomposed over F , f : A→ R can be written as a linear
combination over F as follows:

f(X) =
∑

S⊆PS, |S|≤t+ n
2

αS · χS(X),

with αS ∈ R. The number of αS coefficients is
∑t+ n

2
k=0

(
n
k

)
. However, because the

set of functions f : A→ R forms a vector space over the reals of dimension |A|,
the number of αS coefficients must be at least 3

4
2n. This leads to the inequality

t+ n
2∑

k= n
2

(
n

k

)
≥ 2n

4

which, after applying Stirling’s approximation and some basic formula manipula-
tion, becomes t = Ω(

√
n).

We are now in position to prove Theorem 4.4.13.

Proof. (Theorem 4.4.13.) In the first part of the proof, we will show that the
function χPS can be polynomially represented in L(forms,R,Σ), and in the second
part, we will show that this is not the case for L(cubes,R,Σ). Let us prove the
first part. It is known that the parity function can be written as a Boolean
AND/OR formula ϕparity containing at most n2 literals [Lee, 2006, p. 100]. We
can then build the goalbase G = {(>,−1), (ϕparity, 2)} which generates χPS with
a polynomial number of literals.

Let us now prove the second part. More precisely, we will show that in order
to represent χPS in L(cubes,R,Σ), at least 2Ω(

√
n) cubes are required. Consider a

goalbase G = {(ϕi, αi)}i where ϕi are cubes (possibly containing negative literals).
Let Glow be all the pairs (ϕi, αi) of G such that the number of literals in ϕi is
strictly lower than c

√
n, where the constant c is chosen as in Lemma 4.4.15. Let

Ghigh = G \Glow. Let uGlow
be the utility function generated by Glow. Together

with Lemma 4.4.14, we can now apply Lemma 4.4.15 which implies that uGlow

disagrees with χPS on at least a 1
4

fraction of 2PS . In order for uG to compute
the parity function, the cubes of Ghigh must compensate for the errors made by
those of Glow on this 1

4
fraction of 2PS , but we will show that this compensation

requires a very large number of cubes. Let us thus evaluate the fraction of 2PS

which can be affected by the cubes of Ghigh. Because each cube has at least c
√
n

literals, at most 2n−c
√
n interpretations will be affected by each of these cubes.

Thus, to affect 1
4

fraction of 2PS , Ghigh will need to have at least
2n

4

2n−c
√

n = 2c
√
n−2

cubes.
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Corollary 4.4.16. L(clauses,R,Σ) ≺ L(forms,R,Σ).

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 4.4.6 and 4.4.13, Fact 4.2.3.5, and
Corollary 3.4.9.

Elkind et al. [2009, Theorem 3.2] independently derived an entirely different
proof of our Theorem 4.4.13, in the context of representing a particular ill-behaved
family of coalitional games as basic marginal contribution nets (MC-nets). (For a
discussion of MC-nets, see Section 4.3.) Using a probabilistic argument, Elkind
et al. determined that the MC-nets generated by this family of coalitional games
required Ω((3

2
)n/2) basic rules.

Furthermore, Elkind et al. [2009, Example 3.1 and Theorem 3.2] give a suc-
cinctness result which compares Ieong and Shoham’s basic MC-nets with general
MC-nets. Because basic MC-nets are effectively goalbases in L(cubes,R,Σ) and
general MC-nets are goalbases in L(forms,R,Σ), we can adapt their proof to
arrive at another nonconstructive succinctness result:

Theorem 4.4.17. L(cubes,R+,Σ) ≺ L(forms,R+,Σ).

Proof. L(cubes,R+,Σ) � L(forms,R+,Σ) by inclusion. For strict succinctness:
Enumerate PS2n = {x1, x2, . . . , x2n−1, x2n} and define the family of utility func-
tions

u2n(X) =

{
1 if x2i−1 ∈ X or x2i ∈ X, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n

0 otherwise.

The goalbase {((x1∨x2)∧. . .∧(x2n−1∨x2n), 1)} represents u2n ∈ L(spforms,R+,Σ)
linearly.

Because u2n is nonnegative, it has a representation G ∈ L(cubes,R+,Σ). If
(ϕ,w) ∈ G and w > 0, then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ϕ contains at least one of x2i−1

and x2i as a literal: Suppose otherwise, and let X be a state where X |= ϕ but
x2i−1 and x2i are false. Then u2n(X) ≥ w since G contains no negative weights;
but u2n(X) = 0, and so w = 0, contrary to assumption. Next, consider the
states X where u2n(X) = 1 and for any state Z ⊂ X, u2n(Z) = 0. For any two
such minimal nonzero states X, Y , they must differ on at least two atoms p, q.
(If X and Y differed on only one atom, then X ⊂ Y or Y ⊂ X, contradicting
minimality.) Therefore, every (ϕ,w) ∈ G such that X |= ϕ contains a literal p but
not q and vice versa for every (ψ,w′) ∈ G such that Y |= ψ. Since each minimal
state has at least one (ϕ,w) which is true there but in no other minimal state,
and there are 2n such minimal states, |G| ≥ 2n, and so size(G) ∈ O(2|PS|).

The bulk of this proof shows that L(spforms,R+,Σ) � L(cubes,R+,Σ). This,
combined with the contrapositive of Fact 4.2.3.2, produces many of the � results
seen in Table 4.1.
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L(forms,R,Σ) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ∼
L(clauses,R,Σ) � � � � � � � � � � ∼ ∼
L(cubes,R,Σ) � � � � � � � � � � ∼
L(pforms,R,Σ) � � � � � � � � � ∼ � � ∼
L(pclauses +>,R,Σ) � ∼ � � ∼ � � � ⊥ ∼ ≺ ⊥ ∼
L(pcubes,R,Σ) ∼ � � ∼ � � � � ∼ ⊥ ≺ ∼
L(spforms,R,Σ) � � � � � � � � � ∼
L(pclauses,R,Σ) � ∼ � � ∼ � � � ⊥ ∼
L(spcubes,R,Σ) ∼ � � ∼ � � � � ∼
L(forms,R+,Σ) � � � � � � � � ∼
L(clauses,R+,Σ) � � � � ∼
L(cubes,R+,Σ) � � � � � � ∼
L(pforms,R+,Σ) � � ∼ � � ∼
L(pclauses +>,R+,Σ)∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼
L(pcubes,R+,Σ) ∼ ∼ � ∼
L(spforms,R+,Σ) � � ∼
L(pclauses,R+,Σ) ∼ ∼
L(spcubes,R+,Σ) ∼

Table 4.1: Summary of succinctness results for sum languages. Entries to be read
row first. Empty cells are open questions.
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4.4.5 Summary

Our succinctness results for sum languages are summarized in Table 4.1. The
table contains many more results than are proved in the text, but in all cases these
are straightforward consequences of results which do appear in the text. (E.g.,
L(spcubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(clauses,R,Σ) follows immediately from Theorems 4.4.6
and 4.4.8.) There are many open questions (any cell which contains neither ≺,
�, nor ∼ has something yet to be resolved). All open questions involve at least
one language which lacks unique representations. Most cases in which nothing is
known involve a language which uses positive formulas or general formulas. We
suspect that resolving these questions will require difficult proofs, as the one for
Theorem 4.4.13 which shows that L(cubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(forms,R,Σ).

Finally, it is worth noting that ∼ is intransitive, due to the succinctness
relation being defined over languages which may differ in expressivity. E.g.,
L(atoms,R,Σ) is equally succinct as any other language, so L(atoms,R,Σ) ∼ L1

and L(atoms,R,Σ) ∼ L2, but it is still possible that L1 � L2.

4.5 Succinctness of Max Languages

In this section, we turn to the investigation of the succinctness of languages using
max as their aggregator. In addition to examining comparative succinctness of
max languages, we also address absolute succinctness for L(pcubes,W,max) and
L(cubes,W,max).

4.5.1 Absolute Succinctness

In absolute terms, there is a strong dependency of the size of representations in
max languages on the size of the range of the utility function being represented:

Theorem 4.5.1. For any goalbase G, |G| ≥ |ranuG,max|.

Proof. By definition, uG,max(X) = max{wϕ | X |= ϕ}, so for every state X there
must be some wϕ = u(X).

While the size of range of a utility function serves as a lower bound on the size
of its representation in any max language, there is no such relationship for sum
languages: E.g., if G = {(ai, 2i) | ai ∈ PS}, then uG,Σ has a large range (every
value in 0, . . . , 2|PS| − 1) despite that G is itself small (using only |PS| atoms).

By Theorem 4.5.1 we have that if |Gn| is polynomial then |ranuGn| is polyno-
mial. However, the converse does not hold: Let

Gn =
{(∧

X, 1
) ∣∣∣ |X| = n

2

}
∪ {(>, 0)}.
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Here, |ranuGn| = 2 but |Gn| =
(
n
n/2

)
+ 1 is superpolynomial and Gn is minimal in

L(pcubes,R+,max).
There is a clear connection between superfluity (cf. Definition 3.2.3) and

goalbase minimality:

Fact 4.5.2. If G is a minimal goalbase for a utility function u ∈ U(Φ,W,max),
then G contains no superfluous formulas.

The converse does not hold for L(forms,R,max): {(p, 1), (¬p, 1)} and {(>, 1)}
represent the same utility function u(X) = 1, yet neither formula in the larger
goalbase is superfluous.

Recall from Definition 3.2.4 that a language can have unique representations,
meaning that it is sufficiently restrictive as to have exactly one minimal represen-
tation of each representable utility function. Several sum languages have unique
representations, as discussed in Section 3.4.2. This also occurs for at least one
max language:

Theorem 4.5.3. L(pcubes,R,max) has unique representations.

Proof. Fix u ∈ U(pcubes,R,max). Let G0 = ∅. While uGi,max 6= u: Choose a least
state X for which uGi,max(X) 6= u(X). (By least, we mean that |X| is minimal.)
Let Gi+1 = Gi ∪ {(

∧
X, u(X))}. Call G the Gi at which the algorithm terminates.

Correctness: uG,max = u because each iteration ends with one more state
correct than in the previous iteration, and there are finitely many states. Setting
a weight for

∧
X cannot disturb the value of any state Y ⊂ X, as X is the least

state where
∧
X is true, and cannot prevent us from correctly setting the value

of any state Z ⊃ X during subsequent iterations, because by Theorem 3.5.9 u is
monotone. Note also that the order of choice of cubes of the same size makes no
difference in the outcome.

Minimality: For any state X, either
∧
X receives a weight or not. If

∧
X

receives a weight, then there is no state Y ⊂ X for which (
∧
Y, u(Y )) dominates

(
∧
X, u(X)). (Recall from Definition 3.5.1 that a (ϕ,wϕ) ∈ G is dominated if

there exists a (ψ,wψ) ∈ G such that ϕ |= ψ and wϕ < wψ.) Furthermore, there is
no state Z ⊃ X for which X |=

∧
Z. Hence, if the algorithm assigns a weight to∧

X, then this is the sole way in which we can make uG,max(X) = u(X). If, on
the other hand, the algorithm produces a G where

∧
X receives no weight, then

at some step i in the construction uGi,max(X) became correct before we reached
state X. If we were to set a weight for

∧
X, it would be superfluous and so G

would not be minimal. In summary: Any smaller G will give an incorrect value
for some state, and any different, yet still correct, G will necessarily contain a
superfluous formula.

Note that while this algorithm does show how to construct the minimal
representation for any representable utility function in L(pcubes,W,max), it is
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not an efficient algorithm for finding representations, as it requires us to check
exponentially many states in order to set weights for them.

Next, we derive upper and lower bounds for the size of representations in
L(cubes,W,max), but first we prove several technical lemmas which we will need.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that all uG,max are total. First, recall
that active formulas in max-aggregated goalbases are those which have a weight
equal to the value of some state where they are true, from Definition 3.5.1.

Lemma 4.5.4. Fix a goalbase G ∈ L(cubes,W,max) and a (ϕ,w) ∈ G. If a state
X has an extension Y ⊃ X such that uG,max(Y ) < uG,max(X) and (ϕ,w) is active
in X, then ϕ is not a positive cube.

Proof. Suppose otherwise. Let (ϕ,w) be such that X |= ϕ, uG,max(X) = w, ϕ a
pcube, and uG,max(Y ) < uG,max(X). Then for all Y ⊃ X it follows that Y |= ϕ
because ϕ is a monotone formula. So uG,max(Y ) ≥ w = uG,max(X), contrary to
hypothesis.

In words: If a cube is active in a state which can decline in value when extended,
then there must be a negative literal in that cube.

Here we define the X↑ notation for denoting the set of extensions of X, which
is used throughout the remainder of this section:

Definition 4.5.5. If X is a state, then X↑ = {Y | X ⊆ Y ⊆ PS}.

The set of states 2PS may be thought of as a Boolean lattice; then X↑ is the
sublattice rooted at X. Alternatively, X↑ may be thought of as all of the ways of
extending X.

Lemma 4.5.6. Suppose that w is the minimum value of any state in X↑. Let
(ϕ1, w), . . . , (ϕk, w) ∈ G ∈ L(cubes,W,max) be the formulas which are true in
at least one state in X↑, false outside of X↑, and have weight w. Let G′ =
G \ {(ϕi, w)}1≤i≤k ∪ {(

∧
X,w)}. Then:

1. G′ ≡max G.

2. size(G′) ≤ size(G).

Proof. For 1, we must show that the changes made to G to get G′ result in no
states being disturbed from their original values. The formula

∧
X is true exactly

in X↑ and nowhere else, so it disturbs no states outside of X↑. Adding (
∧
X,w)

disturbs no states in X↑, since (
∧
X,w) is inactive in any Y where u(Y ) > w,

and provides the correct value in the remaining states in X↑ since w is minimal
there. Every ϕi |=

∧
X, so if M |= ϕi then M |=

∧
X also, which covers all states

where a ϕi was active.
For 2:

∧
X is not longer than ϕ1, . . . , ϕk:

∧
X is the shortest formula which

is true only in X↑. Each ϕi is true only in X↑ also, so size(ϕi) ≥ size(
∧
X), and

therefore
∑k

i=1 size(ϕi) ≥ size(
∧
X) (strictly larger if k > 1).
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This lemma permits us to reduce iteratively any goalbase in L(cubes,W,max):
Let G = G0. Apply the reduction to the smallest sublattice X↑ of Gi to which it
has not yet been applied, and let the result be Gi+1. (Starting from the smallest
sublattice means starting with PS as the root and working our way downwards
to ∅.) At some stage i, we will reach a fixed point—that is, Gi = G∞—where no
further applications of the reduction will have any effect. (The upper bound for
reaching a fixed point happens to be i = 2|PS|, though all we require here is that
it happens after finitely many applications of the reduction.) Let G′ = G∞, and
call such a G′ pcubes-minimal.

Since this reduction is never size-increasing, we may make use of it to observe
a useful fact about the formulas in minimal goalbases in L(cubes,W,max):

Lemma 4.5.7. For every G ∈ L(cubes,W,max), there is a minimal G′ ≡max G
such that (

∧
X,w) ∈ G′ iff w = minZ∈X↑ u(Z) and u(Y ) < w for every Y ⊂ X.

Proof. Suppose that G′′ ≡max G and G′′ is minimal. Let G′ be the result of
exhaustively applying the reduction in Lemma 4.5.6 to G′′. Since the reduction
is equivalence-preserving and size-reducing, G′ ≡max G

′′ and size(G′) ≤ size(G′′).
Since G′′ was already minimal, G′ cannot be smaller, so size(G′) = size(G′′) and
G′ is also minimal.

(⇒) Suppose that (
∧
X,w) ∈ G′. Then (

∧
X,w) was not eliminated by the

reduction. Since
∧
X is a positive cube, it is true exactly in X↑ and nowhere else.

If there were some state Y ⊂ X for which u(Y ) ≥ w, then the reduction would
have eliminated (

∧
X,w) and replaced it with (

∧
Y,w) instead, so it must be the

case that u(Y ) < w for all Y ⊂ X. For the other condition, suppose that there is
a state Z ∈ X↑ such that u(Z) < w. Since Z |=

∧
X and max is our aggregator,

it follows that u(Z) ≥ w, which is a contradiction.
(⇐) Suppose that w = minZ∈X↑ u(Z) and u(Y ) < w for every Y ⊂ X. Since

w is the minimal state value in X↑, it follows that there is a state Z ⊇ X for
which u(Z) = w. In order for u(Z) = w, we need a formula (ϕ,w) ∈ G′ such that
Z |= ϕ. Because u(Y ) < w for all Y ⊂ X, it must also be the case that Y 6|= ϕ
for all Y ⊂ X. The only formula which meets both of these requirements which
could have survived the reduction is (

∧
X,w), since any longer formula would

have been replaced by (
∧
X,w) and any shorter formula would either be true in

some state Y ⊂ X or fail to be true in Z.

Note that w is not necessarily equal to u(X) here—in fact, if uG is nonmonotone,
then w will frequently not be u(X). For example, if

u(X) =

{
2 if X = ∅
1 otherwise,

then over PS = {p, q} the goalbase {(>, 1), (¬p ∧ ¬q, 2)} represents u in the
language L(cubes,R,max) and is pcubes-minimal, yet the minimal weight in ∅↑,
which is 1, does not equal u(∅) = 2.
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Lemma 4.5.7 is crucial for the bounds we will derive below, as it tells us
exactly which positive cubes we will find in a minimal goalbase which is also
pcubes-minimal.

Furthermore, from Lemma 4.5.7, we have the following special case:

Lemma 4.5.8. For every G ∈ L(cubes,W,max), there is a minimal G′ ≡max G
such that (>,minX∈2PS u(X)) ∈ G′.

Proof. minX∈2PS u(X) = minZ∈∅↑ u(Z), and ∅ has no proper subsets.

It is not always that case that a G′ which results from the reduction under
discussion is uniquely minimal. E.g.,

u(X) =

{
1 if a ∈ X
0 otherwise

can be represented as either {(>, 0), (a, 1)} or {(¬a, 0), (a, 1)}, both of which are
the same size.

Now we attempt to calculate bounds on size(G) when G ∈ L(cubes,W,max).

Lemma 4.5.9. Let G ∈ L(cubes,W,max) be minimal. Let G+ ⊆ G be the set of
pcubes in G. Then

size(G+) =
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
uG,max(Z)

}
.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5.7 we may, without loss of generality, assume that

G+ =
{(∧

X,w
) ∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. u(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
u(Z)

}
.

Therefore

size(G+) =
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
uG,max(Z)

}
.

Note that we must have max(1, |X|) instead of simply |X|, due to the fact that
|∅| = 0 but size(

∧
∅) = size(>) = 1.

Using this and a result from Chapter 3, we can derive the exact size for every
minimal G in the monotone portion of L(cubes,W,max):

Theorem 4.5.10. If G ∈ L(cubes,W,max), G is minimal, and uG,max is mono-
tone, then

size(G) =
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ uG,max(X)

}
.
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Proof. Since uG,max is monotone, we know by Theorem 3.5.6 that removal of
negative literals is equivalence-preserving. Since G is minimal, it follows that the
negative literals are already gone, so every formula in G is a positive cube. Hence
G = G+, so we have from Lemma 4.5.9 that

size(G) =
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
uG,max(Z)

}
.

Finally, notice that because uG,max is monotone, minZ∈X↑ uG,max(Z) = uG,max(X),
which permits us to simplify the condition.

Now we turn to the case where uG,max is nonmonotone. For any such minimal
G, we know by Lemma 4.5.9 the precise size of G+, the positive subset of G, so
all that remains is to derive bounds for G−, the subset of G containing negative
literals. First, we derive bounds for the size of G−.

Lemma 4.5.11. Let G ∈ L(cubes,W,max) be minimal. Let G− be the set of
cubes in G containing negative literals. Then

size(G−) ≥
∣∣{p ∈ PS | uG,max(X) > uG,max(X ∪ {p})}

∣∣
and

size(G−) ≤ |PS| ·
∣∣∣{X ∣∣∣ ∃Y ⊂ X s.t. u(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
u(Z)

}∣∣∣.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5.4, if there are states X and X∪{p} where uG,max(X∪{p}) <
uG,max(X), then there must be a formula (ϕ,w) active in state X that contains ¬p.
These are the formulas which comprise G−.

The best case is that every such ¬p appears in G− exactly once, which gives
us the lower bound. The worst case is to write a complete cube

∧
X ∪ ¬X̄ to

cover each pair of states X,X ∪ {p} over which there is a decline in value; every
such complete cube has length |PS|.

Now we have all of the pieces necessary for exhibiting upper and lower bounds
on the size of goalbases in L(cubes,W,max) which represent nonmonotone utility
functions.

Theorem 4.5.12. If G ∈ L(cubes,W,max), G is minimal, and uG,max is non-
monotone, then

size(G) ≥
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
uG,max(Z)

}
+
∣∣{a ∈ PS | uG,max(X) > uG,max(X ∪ {a})}

∣∣.
Proof. Recall that G = G+ ∪ G−. Lemma 4.5.9 gives us the exact size of G+,
while Lemma 4.5.11 gives us a lower bound for the size of G−.
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Theorem 4.5.13. If G ∈ L(cubes,W,max), G is minimal, and uG,max is non-
monotone, then

size(G) ≤
∑{

max(1, |X|)
∣∣∣ ¬∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min

Z∈X↑
uG,max(Z)

}
+ |PS| ·

∣∣∣{X ∣∣∣ ∃Y ⊂ X s.t. uG,max(Y ) ≥ min
Z∈X↑

uG,max(Z)
}∣∣∣

Proof. Recall that G = G+ ∪ G−. Lemma 4.5.9 gives us the exact size of G+,
while Lemma 4.5.11 gives us an upper bound for the size of G−.

Note that neither the upper nor lower bounds given here are tight in general,
though for each bound we do have an example of a goalbase for which one of the
bounds is tight. For the upper bound, consider the utility function

u(X) = |X| mod 2,

the parity function on PS. When PS = {a, b, c}, the goalbase

{(>, 0), (a ∧ b ∧ c, 1), (a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c, 1), (¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c, 1), (¬a ∧ ¬b ∧ c, 1)}

is minimal for u(X). The lower bound here is 7, the upper bound is 13, and the
actual size is also 13. For the lower bound, consider the utility function

u(X) =

{
1 if a /∈ X
0 otherwise,

for which the goalbase {(>, 0), (¬a, 1)} is minimal over PS = {a, b, c}. In this
case, both the actual size and lower bound are 2, while the upper bound is
again 13. Finally, the utility function u(X) = 3− |X| is represented minimally
over PS = {a, b, c} by the goalbase

(>, 0),

(¬a, 1), (¬b, 1), (¬c, 1),

(¬a ∧ ¬b ∧ c, 2), (¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c, 2), (a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c, 2),

(¬a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c, 3)


which has size 16, but hits neither the lower nor the upper bound, which are 4
and 22, respectively.

Clearly these bounds could be refined by further analyzing the composition
of G− for various nonmonotone utility functions, but at present what exactly
the differences are among the three examples—what causes one to hit the lower
bound, one to hit the upper bound, and one to hit neither—is not apparent to us.
Furthermore, the bounds themselves are not easy to compute; here again, some
additional insight into the structure of such functions might be of use. We leave
these issues for future work.
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4.5.2 Relative Succinctness

When comparing the succinctness of any two max languages, notice that the
available weights play no role in the outcome. If L(Φ,W,max) and L(Ψ,W ′,max)
are the languages under comparison, then for any utility function u representable
in both languages, ranu ⊆ W ∩W ′. Due to this, any weighted formula (ϕ,w)
where w /∈ W ∩W ′ will be superfluous when it occurs in a representation of u in
either language. Since only minimal representations are relevant for succinctness,
we can disregard all representations of u which use weights outside of W ∩W ′:

Fact 4.5.14. For succinctness relations � ∈ {�,≺,∼,⊥}:

L(Φ,W,max)� L(Ψ,W ′,max) ⇐⇒ L(Φ,W ∩W ′,max)� L(Ψ,W ∩W ′,max).

The same does not hold for arbitrary sum languages, due to the fact that
summing weights can produce values for states which lie outside the set of weights.
(Consider that if G = {(a, 1), (b, 1)} ∈ L(atoms, {0, 1},Σ), then uG,Σ({a, b}) =
2 /∈ {0, 1}.)

Next, we show that all pcubes and cubes languages are equally succinct when
using max for our aggregator.

Theorem 4.5.15. For all j, k ∈ N ∪ {ω} and W,W ′ ⊆ R:

1. L(j-pcubes,W,max) ∼ L(k-pcubes,W ′,max).

2. L(j-pcubes,W,max) ∼ L(k-cubes,W ′,max).

3. L(j-cubes,W,max) ∼ L(k-cubes,W ′,max).

Proof. When at least one of j, k ∈ N, all three cases follow immediately from
Theorem 4.2.4. We must give a proof when j = k = ω, but here the first and
third cases trivialize, so all that remains is to show that L(pcubes,W,max) ∼
L(cubes,W ′,max). By Fact 4.5.14, we may assume without loss of generality
that W = W ′. L(pcubes,W,max) expresses only monotone utility functions, and
Theorem 3.5.6 ensures that any representation containing negative literals may be
reduced to a shorter, equivalent one by simply deleting the negative literals; the
result of such a deletion is in L(pcubes,W,max). Hence the minimal representations
for any u representable in both L(pcubes,W,max) and L(cubes,W ′,max) will be
the same, which proves that L(pcubes,W,max) ∼ L(cubes,W ′,max).

Recall that Theorem 3.5.4 shows that disjunctions as main connectives do not
affect succinctness, because the translation required to eliminate disjunction does
not affect the size of a goalbase. However, the same is not necessarily true for
disjunctions which occur within the scope of other connectives. Therefore, for
our analysis of expressivity of max languages in Chapter 3 we could safely ignore
disjunction, but for succinctness we cannot, as the next result demonstrates.
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Theorem 4.5.16. L(pcubes,R+,max) ≺ L(pforms,R+,max).

Proof. We have that L(pcubes,R+,max) � L(pforms,R+,max) because every
pcube is a positive formula. For strict succinctness: The family of utility functions
represented by

{((p1 ∨ p2) ∧ (p3 ∨ p4) ∧ . . . ∧ (pn−1 ∨ pn), 1)}

in L(pforms,R+,max) grows linearly with n, while the minimal representation in
L(pcubes,R+,max) is{(n/2∧

k=1

pik , 1
) ∣∣∣∣∣ i1, . . . , in/2 ∈ {1, 2} × {3, 4} × . . .× {n− 1, n}

}

which has size 2n−1 for any (even) n.

More generally, the same argument shows that for any intersecting sets of
weights W,W ′, L(pcubes,W,max) ≺ L(pforms,W ′,max)—so long as there is
some w ∈ W ∩W ′, we may use that for the formula weights instead of using 1
as we do in the proof—and also that L(pcubes,W,max) ≺ L(forms,W,max) and
L(cubes,W,max) ≺ L(pforms,W,max), by virtue of Theorem 3.5.6.

When dealing with negation-containing goalbases for monotone utility func-
tions, we might wish to put all nonpositive formulas in a standard form in order
to simplify working with them. Negation normal form is a way of doing this.

Definition 4.5.17 (Negation Normal Form). A formula ϕ is in negation normal
form (NNF) if all occurrences of negation apply to atoms only.

Any formula may be rewritten to an equivalent formula in NNF without an
increase in size, by recursive application of these rewrite rules to its subformulas:

¬¬ϕ 7→ ϕ

¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) 7→ ¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ
¬(ϕ ∨ ψ) 7→ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ

For example, ¬((p∧ q)∨ (r∧¬(s∨ t))) is not in NNF, while the equivalent formula
(¬p ∨ ¬q) ∧ (¬r ∨ (s ∨ t)) is in NNF. Once we have all formulas in a monotone
max goalbase translated to NNF, we may apply the following equivalence in order
to remove the negative literals altogether:

Lemma 4.5.18. If uG,max is monotone and every formula in G is in NNF, then
G[>/¬p1, . . . ,>/¬pn] ≡max G.
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Proof. To show that G[>/¬p1, . . . ,>/¬pn] ≡max G, it suffices to show for a single
(ϕ,w) ∈ G that (G \ {(ϕ,w)}) ∪ {(ϕ[>/¬p], w)} ≡max G, as we can then repeat
the process for each other formula and each other p ∈ PS.

Fix a (ϕ,wϕ) ∈ G which has ¬p as a subformula. If there is no model M
such that p /∈ M , M |= ϕ, and M ∪ {p} 6|= ϕ, then we immediately have that
|= ϕ[>/¬p] ↔ ϕ and we are done. Otherwise, let M be such a model. Since ϕ
is in NNF, ϕ[>/¬p] will remain true in every state where ϕ was true; but there
is additionally the possibility that M ∪ {p} |= ϕ[>/¬p] when M 6|= ϕ. However,
since uG,max is monotone and M |= ϕ, we know that uG,max(M ∪ {p}) ≥ wϕ,
and so there must already be some (ψ,wψ) ∈ G such that M ∪ {p} |= ψ and
wψ = uG,max(M ∪ {p}). Therefore, making it so that M ∪ {p} |= ϕ[>/¬p] will
not disturb the value of the utility function there (or in any other state). Hence,
(G \ {(ϕ,w)}) ∪ {(ϕ[>/¬p], w)} ≡max G.

With this lemma in hand, we now improve on Theorem 3.5.6 and show that
there is no succinctness gain from using negation in arbitrary formulas, not just
cubes, when representing monotone utility functions in max languages.

Theorem 4.5.19. If Φ is closed under transformation to NNF and for every G ∈
L(Φ,W,max) which is in NNF, there exists a G[>/¬p | p ∈ PS] ∈ L(Ψ,W ′,max),
then L(Φ,W,max) � L(Ψ,W ′,max).

Proof. By Lemma 4.5.18, if G is in NNF, then G ≡max G[>/¬p1, . . . ,>/¬pn].
Since transformation to NNF and substitution of > for all negative literals are
both size-preserving, size(G) = size(G[>/¬p1, . . . ,>/¬pn]), so there is always a
space-efficient translation from L(Φ,W,max) to L(Ψ,W ′,max).

Note that W ′ cannot be completely arbitrary here: The condition requiring
that G[>/¬p | p ∈ PS] ∈ L(Ψ,W ′,max) implies that W ′ ⊇ W , though it is not
stated in the theorem.

Corollary 4.5.20. L(forms,W,max) ∼ L(pforms,W ′,max), for all W,W ′ ⊆ R.

Proof. By Fact 4.5.14, we may assume without loss of generality that W =
W ′. Then L(forms,W,max) � L(pforms,W ′,max) follows by inclusion, and
L(forms,W,max) � L(pforms,W ′,max) follows from Theorem 4.5.19.

4.5.3 Summary

Our relative succinctness results for max languages are summarized in Table 4.2.
The table contains many more results than are proved in the text, but in all cases
these are straightforward consequences of results which do appear in the text. In
particular, most relations in the table are due to a combination of Fact 4.5.14,
which lets us consider the intersection of the sets of weights; Theorem 4.5.15, which
gives us equal succinctness between any pair of cubes and pcubes languages; and
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L(forms,R,max) � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼
L(literals,R,max) ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
L(cubes,R,max) ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼
L(pforms,R,max) � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼
L(atoms +>,R,max) ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
L(pcubes,R,max) ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼
L(forms,R+,max) � ∼ ∼ � ∼ ∼
L(literals,R+,max) ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
L(cubes,R+,max) ∼ ∼ ≺ ∼
L(pforms,R+,max) � ∼ ∼
L(atoms +>,R+,max)∼ ∼
L(pcubes,R+,max) ∼

Table 4.2: Summary of succinctness results for max languages. Entries to be read
row first.
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Corollary 3.5.5, which reduces the clauses languages to simpler cubes languages.
Because these three results are much more powerful than comparable results
we proved for sum languages, the table for max languages is complete. The
most common result by an overwhelming margin is for two max languages to be
equally succinct. All differences in succinctness shown in the table are due to
Theorem 4.5.16.

Our absolute succinctness results for max languages focus primarily on
L(cubes,W,max), for which we calculate the exact size of the minimal representa-
tions of monotone utility functions (Theorem 4.5.10), and upper and lower bounds
on the size of representations of nonmonotone utility functions (Theorems 4.5.13
and 4.5.12). These results apply also to any sublanguage of L(cubes,W,max),
which includes all max languages we have examined, save L(pforms,W,max) and
its superlanguages.

4.6 Cross-Aggregator Succinctness

Here we examine the succinctness of some max languages with respect to some
sum languages. These results indicate that each aggregator favors short represen-
tations for certain kinds of utility functions; whether max or sum is better for a
particular application will depend on what utility functions agents are likely to
have. Additionally, the results in this section highlight why it was necessary to
index our succinctness relation to a particular class of comparison; a discussion of
this appears at the end of the section.

First, we use u∃n (see Definition 4.4.7) and a utility function with maximal
range to compare L(pcubes,R+,max) with L(pcubes,R,Σ):

Theorem 4.6.1. L(pcubes,R+,max) ⊥ L(pcubes,R,Σ).

Proof. (�) Let un(X) =
∑

ai∈X 2i. Then |ranun| = 2n, and so if Gmax repre-
sents un, then by Theorem 4.5.1, |Gmax| ≥ 2n. In L(atoms,R+,Σ), we have
GΣ = {(ai, 2i) | 0 ≤ i < n} which represents un. Hence L(pcubes,R+,max) �
L(pcubes,R,Σ).

(�) Recall from Definition 4.4.7 that

u∃n(X) =

{
1 if X 6= ∅
0 otherwise,

and that u∃n was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.4.8 to have a large representation
in L(pcubes,R,Σ). In L(pcubes,R+,max), u∃n is represented by G = {(p, 1) | p ∈
PS}. Therefore L(pcubes,R+,max) � L(pcubes,R,Σ).

Next, we use u∀n to arrive at a similar result for L(pcubes,R+,max) and
L(pclauses,R,Σ):
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Theorem 4.6.2. L(pcubes,R+,max) ⊥ L(pclauses,R,Σ).

Proof. (�) Recall from Definition 4.4.7 that

u∀n(X) =

{
1 if X = PS
0 otherwise,

and that u∀n was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.4.8 to be large in the language
L(pclauses,R,Σ). In L(pcubes,R+,max), u∀n is represented by {(

∧
PS, 1)}.

(�) Same argument as for L(pcubes,R,Σ).

Next we have an example of how cross-aggregator succinctness may be sur-
prising, as we show that the austere language L(atoms,R,max) is strictly more
succinct than the seemingly-richer L(pcubes,R,Σ).

Theorem 4.6.3. L(pcubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(atoms,R,max).

Proof. U(atoms,R,max) corresponds to the class of unit-demand utility functions.
Every unit-demand utility function u is expressible linearly in the language
L(atoms,R,max) as {(a, u(a))}a∈PS . In L(pcubes,R,Σ) (which is fully expressive
and has uniqueness, cf. Theorem 3.4.2 and Corollary 3.4.9), u is represented by
{(
∧
X,wV

X) | X ⊆ PS} where

wV
X = (−1)|X|+1 min

a∈X
u(a).

For any unit-demand u which is also single-minded (i.e., exactly one a ∈ PS
is such that u(a) 6= 0), G = {(a, u(a))}, the same as in L(atoms,R,max). For
non-single-minded u, let X ⊆ PS be the items which u assigns nonzero value.
Then G will contain a nonzero weight for wV

Y whenever Y ⊆ X. So, for the
family u∃n, which is the family of simple unit-demand utility functions,

u∃n(X) =

{
1 if X 6= ∅
0 otherwise,

we have that representations in L(pcubes,R,Σ) are exponential in |PS|.

Now we compare L(pclauses,R,Σ) and L(atoms,R,max). A feature of interest
here is that we establish a succinctness gap which falls below the discriminating
power of our succinctness relation, since complex unit-demand valuations are
linearly representable in L(atoms,R,max), but the best representations of the
same are quadratic in L(pclauses,R,Σ).

Theorem 4.6.4. L(pclauses,R,Σ) ∼ L(atoms,R,max).
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Proof. Recall that U(atoms,R,max) is the class of unit-demand utility functions.
Simple unit-demand utility functions are expressible linearly in L(pclauses,R,Σ)
as {(

∨
PS, 1)}. Consider complex unit-demand utility functions u (where items

may differ in value but the value of a bundle is the value of the best item contained
in it) expressed in L(pclauses,R,Σ). Without loss of generality, suppose that the
items are ordered a1 ≤ . . . ≤ an in value. Then{(∨

PS \ {a1, . . . , ai−1}, u(ai)− u(ai−1)
)}

1≤i≤n

is the unique minimal representative of u in L(pclauses,R,Σ), containing n(n−1)
2

atoms.

Finally, we present a result similar to Theorem 4.6.3, but with the aggrega-
tors reversed. It may at first seem surprising to find that there is a language
with a natural definition which is strictly less succinct than the extremely lim-
ited L(atoms,R+,Σ), but we get this result because max languages are poor at
representing modular utility functions.

Theorem 4.6.5. L(cubes,R+,max) ≺ L(atoms,R+,Σ).

Proof. (�) From Corollary 3.4.10 we have that U(atoms,R+,Σ) is the class
of normalized nonnegative modular utility functions. From Theorem 3.5.9,
U(cubes,R+,max) is the class of nonnegative monotone utility functions, so
L(atoms,R+,Σ) is the expressive intersection of the two languages. Every rep-
resentation in L(atoms,R+,Σ) is linear in |PS|. If u({a}) ≥ 0, then the atom
a will appear somewhere in any representation of u in L(cubes,R+,max), so no
representations which grow logarithmically in |PS| are possible there.

(�) Consider the family of utility functions u(X) = |X|. In L(atoms,R+,Σ), u
is represented by {(a, 1) | X ∈ PS}, which is linear in |PS|, while the unique rep-
resentation in L(cubes,R+,max) is {(

∧
X, |X|) | X ⊆ PS}, which is exponential

in |PS|.

We are now in position to demonstrate why the more general definition of
succinctness (subscripted by the comparison class) is needed: In Theorem 4.6.3
we showed that L(pcubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(atoms,R,max), while in Theorem 4.6.5, we
showed that L(cubes,R+,max) ≺ L(atoms,R+,Σ). Furthermore, it is obvious
that L(pcubes,R,Σ) ∼ L(atoms,R+,Σ), since the expressive intersection of the
two languages is the whole of the latter, and in the latter every representation
is small. Finally, L(atoms,R,max) ∼ L(cubes,R+,max) because their expressive
intersection is the class of nonnegative unit-demand utility functions, which have
small representations in both languages. We now have the following situation:

L(pcubes,R,Σ) ≺ L(atoms,R,max)

∼ ∼

L(atoms,R+,Σ) � L(cubes,R+,max)
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From this it can be seen that the unsubscripted succinctness relation is not
transitive. This comes about because no two pairs of these four languages have the
same expressive intersection. Because the expressive intersection of the languages
can shift from comparison to comparison, we must make explicit the class of utility
functions over which the comparison is being made if we wish to do more than
pairwise comparison.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have defined a notion of succinctness of representation for
goalbase languages and presented numerous pairwise relative succinctness results.
We attempted to systematically resolve all questions of pairwise succinctness
among sum languages and among max languages, and examined the succinctness
of selected pairs of languages where one is a sum language and the other a max
language. For a summary of results for pairs of sum languages, see Table 4.1; for
pairs of max languages, see Table 4.2; for selected max-sum pairs, see Section 4.6.

The results for max languages are complete over the languages we considered.
Determining the relative succinctness of languages which use max as their aggre-
gator is dramatically simpler than for languages which use sum, due to the close
connection between a utility function’s range and the size of its representation in
any max language (cf. Sections 4.4.4 and 4.5.2).

There are still numerous open questions regarding the relative succinctness
of pairs of sum languages. In order to produce succinctness results involving
languages without unique representations, we need some way of addressing the size
of all representations of a particular utility function, not just one representation
which we happen to have constructed. It is not obvious how to do this generally.
The two results of which we are aware which show that a language without unique
representations is strictly less succinct than another language are the ones in
Section 4.4.4, along with an alternative proof of Theorem 4.4.13 by Elkind et al.
[2009, Theorem 3.3]. Unfortunately, we see no straightforward way to generalize
these results to apply to other languages, so we suspect that the remaining open
questions will require novel proofs to settle them. Among these, many revolve
around how unlimited nesting of ∧ and ∨ (as with positive formulas) compares
with the power of ¬ applied to atoms only (as with cubes and clauses). Many of
the empty cells in Table 4.1 are versions of this question.




